Triton Transfer Hub, home of UC San Diego Transfer Student Success, is a space to empower Triton Transfers as they navigate UC San Diego's academic and cultural landscape. The program assists students in their transition into campus life and builds community so they thrive academically, professionally and personally.

Successful transfer student transitions are crucial for our campus for more reasons than the outcome of each individual student. The State of California’s commitment to all community college students that they may transfer to the University of California following attainment of their associate's degree is integral to the social mobility, growth and innovation that have made California’s economy one of the most prosperous in the world.

Our Triton transfers are likelier to be commuters, older than peers in their classes, living with a spouse or long-term partner, or raising a family – in any combination. Offering a space dedicated to Triton Transfers helps build a positive identity to transcend the sense of difference. A space where they can celebrate the diversity, experience, and vision they bring to UC San Diego.

In early 2026 the Triton Transfer Hub will move to its new home in the Student Success Building in Triton Center. A one-stop shop for transfer students, it will be a social space, an academic space, and a space where Transfer Student Success collaborates with programmatic partners and faculty to be sure transfers are getting optimal support campus-wide.

At UC San Diego, we believe that what we don’t know today will forever change our tomorrows. Empowered by generosity and fueled by curiosity, we are unafraid to chase the unknown — to ask the questions no one has asked before and to push the boundaries of possibility. Together, we unite diverse people and unconventional perspectives to propel limitless impact. Because we know that when we come together, nothing is beyond us.
TRITON CENTER – WHERE TRANSFERS THRIVE

Join us with a gift to support the Triton Transfer Hub and its new home in Triton Center. Together with contributions from like-minded alumni, students, parents and friends, we’ll leverage and empower our audacious campus community to transform our world.

STUDENT SUPPORT AND SUCCESS

In Triton Center’s Student Success Building, students will easily find the Triton Transfer Hub and other important programs by first approaching the new Triton Center One Stop, a semi-circular station where up to six student liaisons will greet students and address each unique need. Students may not know beforehand what the right resource is, so well-trained liaisons will guide them where they need to go.

Joining the Triton Transfer Hub in the Student Success Building will be the Teaching + Learning Commons and Global Initiatives, also attending to students with a range of academic and community needs. The idea of the one-stop shop radiates from the Triton Transfer Hub and into the rest of the building, where it neighbors programs benefiting a number of our Triton Transfers.

In addition to space for one-on-one meetings with peer coaches, the Triton Transfer Hub will include family-friendly study areas and meeting rooms supporting hybrid digital-and-live discussions. Specialists from Academic Advising and the Career Services Center will convene regular hours in the Triton Transfer Hub, reinforcing ease of access.

OUR CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY

UC San Diego seeks contributions in support of the Triton Transfer Hub from Triton alumni and all those committed to the success of our driven and determined students.

Significant donations to construction of the Triton Transfer Hub’s new home for learning in Triton Center may be recognized with a naming of space within the facility. The location of the naming will be contingent on the size of gift and visibility of the named space.